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GEOLOGY OF LOWER

SWEATHOUSE CREEK CANYON

BITTERROOT RANGE, RAVALLI COUNTY, MONTANA
Abstract
Twelve square miles were mapped within the drainage of Sweathouse
Creek and the southern drainage of Smith Creek, both within the northcentral Bitterroot Range*

Because the rocks of this area differ from

those previously mapped to the north, emphasis is placed on the struc
tural and petrologic significance of the units encountered*
Three major metasedimentary units are located within the map-area*
These are:

(1) quartzitic gneiss formed by extreme cataclasis, recrystal

lization, and retrograde metamorphism,

(2) frontal zone gneiss formed by

shearing, cataclasis, and some recrystallization, and (3) feldspar quartz - biotite gneiss formed by moderate shearing, recrystallization,
and plastic deformation*

These reconstituted Belt sediments were meta

morphosed under "shallow” conditions at temperatures between LOO^and
600^C.

A granodiorite, believed to be a pluton of the Idaho batholith,

intrudes the metamorphic sequence, forming a sharp, discordant contact
with feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss, marked only by xenoliths of
overlying gneiss, plagioclase alteration, and pegmatitic injection.
A feldspar replacement zone, in which potash feldspar is removed, is
present, and cuts diagonally across both igneous and metamorphic terraine*

This feature is probably caused by late soda metasomatism after

batholith intrusion*
Four phases of structural evolution are recognized*

These are:

(1) folding which produced northwest-southeast trending structures,
vi

(2) folding which produced northeast-southwest trending structures,
(3) granodiorite intrusion, and (U) normal faulting along the range
front.

The last three phases probably belong to the same orogenic

cycle which took place during early Tertiary time.

vxi

INTRODUCTION
Location and Accessibility
The map-area is located in the north-central Bitterroot Range,
Ravalli County, Montana.

The tract is bounded on the east by the

Bitterroot Valley, and includes a major part of the Sweathouse Creek
drainage and the southern drainage of Smith Creek.

The area includes

parts of Township 8 North, Ranges 21 and 22 West; principle geographic
coordinates are 11U°15’ west Longitude and U6®2?’ north Latitude.
nearest towns are Victor,

S

The

miles to the east, Hamilton, 12 miles to

the south, and Missoula, 35 miles to the north (Fig. 1).
U.S. Highway 93 provides access to the Bitterroot Valley and
passes through the town of Victor.

A U.S. Forest Service road extends

from Victor to Sweathouse Creek Canyon, and a branch road extends to
the mouth of Smith Creek Canyon.
into the map-area.

From these points, two trails extend

Sweathouse trail number 121 lies in the base of

Sweathouse Canyon and extends five miles west from the mouth.

Glen Lake

trail number 120 begins at the mouth of Smith Creek and follows the
Smith Creek-Sweathouse Creek drainage divide westward to the area of
Glen Lake.

Two unimproved logging roads also provide accessibility

south of Sweathouse Creek.
Purpose
Because most previous work within the Bitterroot Range has been
of a reconnaissance nature, a large-scale, detailed study is necessary
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Figure 1. Index map of the northern Bitterroot Range*
Map-area is outlined in red: areas mapped by Berg (in
progress) - blue, Anderson (1959) - black, Groff (195U) - green.
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to delineate, with greater accuracy, the lithologie units and structure
present#

It was noted, through a series of reconnaissance traverses in

the spring of ip60, that a pronounced lithologie variation is present
between the northern and southern Bitterroot area#

Because the tran

sition between these areas lies in Sweathouse Canyon, this site was
chosen for the detailed mapping project#
Previous Work
Reconnaissance geologic mapping has been compiled by Ross (19^0)
in the south-central Bitterroot area, and Langton (193$) in the northern
area#

These maps overlap in Sweathouse Canyon#

Other reconnaissance

work has been undertaken by Lindgren (190U) and Pardee (19$0), both of
whom deal primarily with the frontal zone gneiss and the genesis of the
long, strai^t mountain front#

A detailed study has been compiled by

Groff (19$U) in the drainage of Kootenai Canyon, and a map of scale
1:62,000 was prepared#

Anderson (19$9) completed a similar study of

Bass Canyon, producing a detailed map of scale 1:17,850#

Detailed work

by Berg (I96I) was carried out contemporaneously with this project in
the area of Big Creek, directly north and adjacent to the present maparea.

J. P. Wehrenberg, Department of Geology, Montana State University,

also mapped an area in the northern Bitterroot Range, which is yet
unpublished.

Descriptions of some of the same rock units encountered

in the present report were included in a detailed

areal study by Crow

ley (i960) of carbonatite dikes along the West Fork of the Bitterroot
River.
Taken together, these reports present a broad, general picture

h
of

Bitterroot mountain geology*

I have drawn freely from these des

criptions, especially the work of Ross, Anderson, and Berg, in compiling
the following report.
Present Study
Thirty-two days were spent in the field during the period of
August, September, parts of October, and November, I960.

Geologic data

wereplotted on U. S. Forest Service photos, of scale 1:20,000, taken
on July 18 and 19, 1937.

Traverses

extended from the canyon base to

the divide, and also followed the canyon walls when necessary.

Contacts

were followed except those where rugged terrain did not permit this, in
which case, contacts were projected from locations on traverses.

Atti

tudes of foliation, lineation, joints, and a number of minor fold axes
were recorded at convenient intervals.

Samples were collected from

most field stops, and those samples showing fabric were oriented.
Reconnaissance traverses were also made in the following areas
(see Fig. 1):
1.

Nine miles into Bear Creek Canyon from the mouth to Bear
Lake.

2. Five miles west from the mouth of Blodgett Creek Canyon.
3. Four miles west from the mouth of Canyon Creek Canyon.
U.

Fourteen miles west from the mouth of Lost Horse Creek
Canyon.

5.

Along the East Fork of Lolo Creek five miles east from the
Lewis and Clark Highway.

5
6m

Along the entire West Fork of the Bitterroot River to within
two miles of the Idaho border.

Because no suitable base map was available for the area, a planimetric map was made directly from the aerial photographs by transferring
all physiographic, cultural, and geologic data with a radial planimetric
plotter.

The scale of the final map is approximately Is18,000.

Section

lines were added by a westward extension of known grids within the Bit
terroot Valley.

The map was prepared for contouring by using known

points of elevation taken from Map 21, Forest Atlas, Lolo Folio,
Montana, 1927.

The points were then transferred to aerial photos, and

contours of ^00-foot intervals were extended along locations of equal
elevation using physiographic features visible on stereo-pairs.

This

method of contouring is very inaccurate, but it provides a general top
ographic picture which facilitates study of the nature of rock unit
attitudes and contacts.

Two structural cross sections were constructed;

one of these is a restored section extending along the north wall of
Sweathouse Canyon.

All contacts and attitudes along these profiles

were corrected for slope and projected into the sections.

The upper

limit of the restored section is a topographic profile along the north
canyon wall.
Laboratory investigations were made during the autumn of I960
and winter and spring of 1961.

These studies include the following;

(1) preparation and study of

thin sections,

(2) study of 3?3 se

lected rock samples with the binocular microscope,

(3) modal analyses

of 32 thin sections according to the method outlined by Chayes (19U9),
(U) X-ray analysis of a suite of feldspar phases, and a suite of biotite

6
grains,

(5) X-ray analysis of ore and garnet minerals,

(6) stereo-

graphic analysis of joints and of*several selected foliation zones,
(7) preparation of photomicrographs of selected pétrographie relation
ships •
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PHYSIOGRAPHY
Physiographic boundaries of the Bitterroot Range were first
established by Lindgren (190U) and were later used in other investi
gations of Bitterroot geology.

The northern boundary is Lolo Creek,

from which the range extends 60 miles south to the Nez Perce fork of
the Bitterroot River.

The range begins at the western edge of the

Bitterroot Valley on the east and merges with the Clearwater Mountains,
Idaho, on the west.
Several very pronounced physiographic patterns are present
within the Bitterroot Range.

The long, straight, north-south trending

front can be observed from a distance of many miles*

This front is

deeply incised by numerous, relatively straight, east-west trending
canyons, each containing an east draining creek.

The head of each can

yon, as well as the higher regions of the range, was glaciated during
Wisconsin time (Alden, 19?3)o

These glaciers carved U-shaped canyons

which extend to within a mile or two of the range front.

In the lower

reaches, each canyon abruptly narrows from a U-shaped trough to a sharp
V-shaped canyon, the form of which apparently has been developed en
tirely by stream erosion and mass wasting.

At the extreme southern end

of the range, glaciers extended into the Bitterroot Valley.

Their

presence in each canyon is evidenced by pronounced morainal features.
Most summits reach elevations of 9,000 to 10,000 feet at the canyon
heads, significantly higher than neighboring mountains.
tions increase regularly in a southerly direction.

The peak eleva*
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Maximum local relief in the map-area is approximately U>800 feet.
Physiographic features show pronounced effects of glaciation.

A large

cirque forms the head of Sweathouse Canyon; the canyon has the form of
a U-shaped trough from the cirque lip downstream to a point immediately
west of the first of two falls on Sweathouse Creek.
the canyon is V-shaped.

Ihe eastern end of

A large horn, formed by the intersection of

Sweathouse cirque and two similar features opening to the north and
southwest, is present at the canyon head.

The North Fork of Sweathouse

Creek flows from Glen Lake, a tarn, through a hanging valley and enters
the main canyon at a very steep gradient.

Smith Creek is not glaciated.

GENERAL GEOLOGY
The map-area lies entirely within the Bitterroot Range, and
consists primarily of Precambrian Belt sediments which have been
regionally metamorphosed and intruded by the Idaho batholith*

The

metasediments in the map-area are thought to belong to the Wallace or
Ravalli group of the Belt series (Langton, 1935; Ross, 1950);

it is

possible that portions of both groups, as well as other Belt units, are
represented.

This correlation is based upon similarities of pétro

graphie and compositional features in these Belt units and the metasedi
ments, which retain many of their original sedimentary characteristics.
Near the mouth of Sweathouse Canyon alluvium of the Bitterroot
Valley contains bedded Quaternary gravels, hill wash, and landslide
deposits originating from the surrounding slopes.

In the northeast

map sector granitic float concentrations are present,but the exact
source of the granitic debris has not been located.
The range front is separated from the valley by a low angle,
east dipping, normal fault.

The rock unit east of this fault zone is

a slightly altered, iron rich, argillaceous quartzite, which is exposed
in only one isolated area.

A mylonitic quartzite that crops out west

of the fault shows the effects of recrystallization and metasomatism
in its fabric and mineralogy.

Northward across the map-area the quart

zite grades into a chlorite-bearing quartzitic gneiss, the mineralogy
of which indicates regional metamorphism under the conditions of the
quartz - albite - muscovite - chlorite subfacies of the greenschist
facies.

The gradual increase in chlorite content northward of the
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rocks immediately west of the fault is believed to reflect lateral
variation in the chemical composition of original quartz-rich sedi
ments.

This sheared unit is confined to the lower range front, where

the rock crops out discontinuously within a narrow area which widens to
the south.
West of the quartzitic gneiss, and structurally beneath it, is
the frontal zone gneiss.

This unit forms a uniform, east dipping sheet

of foliated, metasomatized, cataclastic rock.

Porphyroblasts, forming

an augen texture, and metamorphic segregations are common.

Although

the mineralogy is uniform throughout the unit, the percentages vary
widely.

One small body of argillaceous metasediment is present.
To the west, the frontal zone gneiss grades into a structurally

lower feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss.

The contact between these

units is a gradational zone marked by an increase in grain size, a dis
appearance of pronounced augen and segregations, a decrease in biotite
content, and an increase in the contortion of foliation.
Feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss is the dominant rock type in
the map-area.

It consists of broadly contorted metasomatized, sheared,

and highly recrystallized gneiss, which appears to be a plastically de
formed unit of the frontal zone gneiss.

This unit was found in all

canyons traversed south of the map-area, but it is not described in
literature relating to the northern Bitterroot area.

The lithologie

change appears to be a transition from dominant schistose, sheared, and
crenulated sillimanite-bearing gneiss (Anderson, 19^9) to dominant
crystalline, sheared, and broadly contorted feldspar - quartz - biotite
gneiss.
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Massive granodiorite of the Idaho batholith, the last abundant
rock unit to be described, intrudes only feldspar - quartz - biotite
gneiss*

This contact is sharply discordant and is marked by many

plagioclase porphyroblasts and inclusions of overlying gneiss, some of
which have been rotated 90® with respect to flow structure of the gran
odiorite*

Numerous pegmatite stringers penetrate the igneous mass,

cross the contact zone,.and continue into the overlying gneiss for
short distances from the contact*

A protoclastic texture is developed

in the granodiorite of the border area,whereas away from contact, the
grain size of the granodiorite increases and the texture becomes hypidiomorphic granular*

Granodiorite similar to that exposed in Sweathouse

Canyon is present in canyons to the south*
Four phases are recognized in Ihe structural history*

The first

phase includes a sepsirate stage of folding and regional metamorphism*
The last three, a second phase of regional metamorphism, intrusion, and
normal faulting, probably occurred in rapid succession*

These latter

phases are responsible for most of the physiographic features present
in the Bitterroot Range.

Field relationships and geochemical age de

terminations indicate that the present mountain structure was formed
near the close of the Laramide orogeny during late Eocene time*

PETROLOGY AND PETROGRAPHY
Quartzitic Gneiss
The term quartzitic gneiss is applied to distinguish granulated
and metasomatized quartzite from that which is relatively unaltered.
It is exposed along the lower range front in a narrow north-south trend
ing belt which widens to the south (Plate 2).

The eastern contact is

marked by a low angle, east dipping, normal fault in which quartzitic
gneiss constitutes the footwall.

To the west, this unit grades rapidly

into frontal zone gneiss by the appearance of biotite in place of
chlorite, reorientation of foliation and lineation attitudes, and a
pronounced increase in abundance of feldspathic augen and metamorphic
segregations.
Lindgren (I90lt) and Langton (193^) recognized this unit along
the mountain front in sporadically occurring pods and bands.
assigned it to the Newland formation on a megascopic basis.

Langton
Ross (19?0)

considered the significance of this unit within the Hamilton quadrangle,
and he correlated it with the Wallace formation (Newland equivalent),
although he recognized the gneissic character of the rock.

Ross em

phasized the variation in color, ranging from pure white to dirty yellow
to light green, and the presence of banded and contorted areas.
In the map-area, quartzitic gneiss exhibits the features des
cribed by Ross.

Exposures in the southeast sector are brecciated and

mylonized quartz - feldspar rock (Fig. 3).

Chlorite begins to appear

near the site of sample S-2U and S-lUU and increases toward the north
west.

The dip of foliation in the quartzitic gneiss is generally low.
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South of Sweathouse Creek, this unit is warped into an asymétrie syncline with a horizontal fold axis trending in a northwest-southeast
direction (Fig# 2).

North of the synclinal area, foliation attitudes

have a uniform southeast dipping attitude#

A pronounced area of brec

cia ti on is present which parallels the mountain front immediately west
of the previously mentioned normal fault#
massive and nodular#

Outcrops in this zone are

The rock readily shatters under the hammer along

numerous fracture planes#

No foliation is present in quartzitic gneiss

of this area#
Microscopic examination reveals the effects of extensive granu
lation and recrystallization which this unit has undergone#

Cataclastic

texture is present in chloritic zones as well as those which contain
only predominant quartz and feldspar#

Although most of the quartz in

the unit occurs as granulated, anhedral grains, zones containing
aligned elongated grains of quartz indicate that some crystallization
of quartz did take place during the last penetrative movements affect
ing the quartzitic gneiss#

This synkinematic crystallization of quartz

was apparently restricted to localized zones of intensive shear#

On

the other hand, feldspar porphyroblasts generally show sub-parallel
alignment of maximum dimensions, indicating synkinematic crystallization
of feldspar throughout the unit*
The feldspar porphyroblasts are primarily oligoclase - andesine,
although large orthoclase, albite, and antiperthite grains are often
encountered#

Chlorite, containing remnants of brown biotite, appears

in the rocks and increases in amount northward#

It occupies an inter

stitial position in gneissic bands of crushed quartz and feldspar.

lU
iitç)ar'binga green color to the rock.

Near the contact with

zonegneiss, the parallel orientation of

frontal

crush bands breaks down into

an irregular pattern.
Microscopic features indicative of penetrative movements in this
unit are:
1.

Sutured grain boundaries.

2.

Undulatory extinction of quartz.

3.

Highly deformed twin lamallae in plagioclase.

U.

Numerous pronounced fractures in feldspar grains which have
been filled with calcite, sausserite, and recrystallized
quartz (Figs.

h

and 5)*

Obvious sedimentary features are generally present both on a
megascopic and microscopic scale.
is stratified.

The unit, except in brecciated areas,

The stratification occurs as quartz crush bands, chlorite

bands and preferred linear orientation of porphyroblasts, all of which
parallel original bedding planes.
monly present.

Sub-rounded zircon grains are com

Groff (19?U) used the presence of detrital (?) zircon

in metaraorphics as an indication of sedimentary origin.

A comparison

of zircons in quartzitic gneiss with detrital zircon in a beach sand
sample indicates a similar state of rounding; however, zircons from
Belt sediments would be desirable for comparison.

A similar comparison

was made in other Sweathouse Canyon metamorphics with the same results
(Fig. 6).

The detrital nature of other grains in this unit is ques

tionable because of extreme granulation.

1?

N

• Quartzitic gneiss
+

Frontal zone gneiss

Figure 2* Poles of foliation in frontal zone gneiss and quart
zitic gneiss south of Sweathouse Creek (lower hemisphere).
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Figure 3. Typical highly Jointed and fractured quartzitic
gneiss near Loc* 8-22.

Figure U* Photomicrograph showing typical granulated and
recrystallized quartzitic gneiss. Loc. S-U8. Crossed
nicols, X 28.

17

Figure 5» Bent and displaced twin lamellae in oligoclase in
quartzitic gneiss. Recrystallized quartz wraps around the
oligoclase grain boundary. Loc. S-22. Crossed nicols, X 8U.

Figure 6. Pleochroic haloes in biotite which surround rounded
zircons. Loc. S-33U« Plane light, X 333*
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The abundance of quartz (see Table 1) is generally higher than
that of any igneous rock other than an aplite or pegmatite.

The quartz

content suggests a sedimentary origin, and it is most probable that the
quartzitic gneiss is an altered argillaceous quartzite.

The lateral

gradation from a relatively pure quartzite to a chlorite-bearing quart
zite of the quartz - albite - muscovite - chlorite subfacies of the
greenschist facies represents a difference in chemical composition
caused by a variation in the argillaceous content of a quartz-rich
sediment.

S-22

S-2U

S—1|8

Quartz

?9

37

U3

60

Oligoclase - Andesine

30

37

U3

31

Orthoclase - Microcline

. ^

7

2

Tr
Tr

Mineral

Albite

2

2

3

Antiperthite

3

9

2

Chlorite

5

2

3

Muscovite

1

Sericite

2

Zoisite
Epidote

—

S-118

7

2
Tr

Tr

1

Tr

5

2

Accessary minerals - rutile, sphene, zircon, apatite,
biotite, calcite, myrmekite.
Table 1. Modal analyses of quartzitic gneiss, based
on a count of 1000 mineral grains from each sample.
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Frontal Zone Gneiss
A uniform, thin, gneissic slab which parallels and generally
forms the long, straight mountain front is present throughout the Bit
terroot Range.

(Lindgren, 190Uj Ross, 19^0).

Because each writer in

iJie past has differed as to the genesis and importance of the long,
straight front, and consequently the origin of this metamorphic unit,
nomenclature in the literature describing this gneiss is complex.

The

term "frontal zone gneiss” used in this report is taken from the name
of a similar unit exposed in the front of Kootenai Canyon (Groff, 19^U)
and Bass Canyon (Anderson, 1959)*

This rock type is equivalent to the

"border zone gneiss" of Ross (1950) and probably to the "older gneiss"
of Langton (1935).
Within Sweathouse Canyon the term "frontal zone gneiss" is mis
leading, for it is not the gneiss of the mountain front at this point
(see p. 12).

However, the name will be used because of the general

acceptance it has received in past detailed studies.
Frontal zone gneiss, although not the most abundant unit in the
map-area, is megascopically the most varied unit present.

The thick

ness, measured normal to southeast dipping foliation, is about 2,300
feet.

The thickness of this unit is 2,700 feet in Kootenai Canyon

(Groff, 195U, p. 21) and 1,000 feet in Bass Canyon (Anderson, 1959,
p. i W .
Megascopic features characteristic of the frontal zone gneiss
are pronounced.

A stratified aspect is common throughout the mountain

front (Fig. 7).

Ross (1950) noted that the range front parallels the
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east dipping foliation.

The front continues up dip until the beds are

truncated by erosion along steeply dipping joint planes which strike
parallel to the range front (p. 15U)*

The intersection of foliation

and joint planes forms triangular spurs characteristic of resistant,
dipping sediments.
Oligoclase augen with inclusions of quartz, biotite, muscovite,
zircon, and minor sericite, are consistently present, ranging in dia
meter from several millimeters to over one inch.

Biotite, intergrown

with fine grained quartz, is commonly warped around feldspar and larger
quartz grains and forms crenulated foliation.

Crush zones containing

granulated quartz and feldspar are abundant, although not as pronounced
as those in quartzitic gneiss.
generally observed.

Evidence of minor recrystallization is

Oligoclase porphyroblasts show crushed borders

and slightly warped twin lamellae, but some show subhedral crystal
faces (Fig. 8 and 9).

Fractures in feldspar are commonly filled with

calcite and recrystallized quartz.

Lindgren has described the general

characteristics from a sample of frontal zone gneiss in Kootenai Can
yon (I90L, p. 21).

The rock is schistose with large, oriented, lenti

cular feldspar crystals (oligoclase in Sweathouse Canyon) which suggest
weak lineation.

The mica generally lies in planes between bands of

lenticular feldspar and quartz.

Cataclastic action has been strong,

and formation of new allotriomorphic aggregates along wavy bands, which
provide the schistosity,

is

common* . When large feldspars, and

sometimes quartz grains, cross these schistose planes, the crystals are
generally crushed#
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Examination of modal analyses from this unit indicates a
westward decrease in quartz; the relative percentages of the other
minerals remains fairly constant.

S-11

S-58

Quartz

Ul

U7

3?

UO

Oligoclase - Andesine

38

Uo

UO

38

Orthoclase

2

1

6

g

Albite

u

3

3

2

6

2

8

7

9

Mineral

Antiperthite
Biotite

m

S-100

S-132

Muscovite

1

Tr

3

Tr

Chlorite

2

Tr

Tr

Tr

Accessary minerals - sericite, ilmenite, zircon, myrme
kite, sphene, epidote, calcite.

Table 2. Modal analyses of frontal zone gneiss, based
on a count of 1000 mineral grains from each sample.
Unzoned metamorphic pegmatites are common.

These bodies

generally parallel foliation and comprise two main types.

The first

type forms white stringers and is coirqposed of oligoclase and quartz
with subordinate biotite.

The second is black colored and contains

dominant biotite with subordinate plagioclase and quartz.

Anderson

(19?9, p. 20) studied thin sections of these pegmatite-like bodies
and adjacent pqrphyroblasts in sillimanite gneiss, and found similar
'*
minerals in the same relative percentages. The same relationship
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Figure 7* Typical slabby weathering along foliation planes
in frontal zone gneiss near Loc. S-11,

Figure 8, Photomicrograph of frontal zone gneiss. Oligoclase
porphyroblast is contained in a granulated and partially recrystallized gneissic matrix, Loc. S-11. Crossed nicols, X 8Li.
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Figure 9# Photomicrograph of a typical crushed zone adjacent to
oligoclase porphyroblasts in frontal zone gneiss* Loc. S-^8.
Crossed nicols, X 28.
appears to be true in Sweathouse Canyon.

Both inclusion-filled por-

phyroblasts and stratiform segregations with the texture of frontal
zone gneiss can be attributed to differential anatexis, involving both
concretion and solution principles (Turner, 19U8, p. 138-1^6).

These

pegmatities are often offset along numerous shear fractures with the
displacement rarely exceeding one inch.
The western contact of the frontal zone gneiss is difficult to
establish because it grades into feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss
through an area at least a quarter of a mile wide.

This transition is

marked by an increase in grain size, a disappearance of pronounced
augen and unzoned pegmatites, and a decrease in biotite content, which
results in a loss of pronounced fabric.

Evidence of plastic deforma

tion also increases in a westward direction.

2U
As evidence of a sedimentary origin for the frontal zone gneiss,
Ross (1950) observed the following:
If

Presence of relict cross bedding (p. 1$L).

2#

Oval, detrital grains of plagioclase and quartz (p. I63).

3#

Gradation between rock with an obvious sedimentary texture,
quartzitic gneiss, and one which has been recrystallized
(p. I6U)*

Ross (1950) and Groff (195U) both observed a quartz content
which is too high for the rock to be anything but a metasediment.
concur with these conclusions with reservations.

I

The quartz content

is certainly too high, and gradation from altered sediment to metamor
phic is present, although this feature is more subtle than Ross indi-*
cates.

Detrital (?) zircon is present (see p. lit), but

neither relict

cross bedding nor detrital plagioclase and quartz were observed in the
frontal zone gneiss exposed in Sweathouse Canyon.

Positive evidence

strongly suggests that the unit is a metasediment.
Feldspar - Quartz - Biotite Gneiss
This unit has not been described in previous literature.

This

report offers a detailed analysis in the hope that it will serve as a
foundation for future Bitterroot Mountain work.
Although the feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss has not been
described previously as a distinct rock type, Ross (19?0) recognized
the presence of the unit throughout the Bitterroot portion of the Ham
ilton quadrangle.

He states (p. I63):
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"West of the frontal zone, the rock is definitely granitic,
although much of it is somewhat more gneissic in texture than is
usual in the main mass of the batholith. This latter distinction
is too slight and intangible to be mapped, except perhaps on a
very detailed scale*"
During his reconnaissance traverse, Ross probably overlooked a
gradational contact of "granitic gneiss" with known metasediments to
the east, and a sharp contact with the granodiorite intrusion to the
west.

He also overlooked local variants of the rock which contain up

to 50 per cent quartz.
Langton (1935, Fig. 3) observed two definite gneissic areas in
Sweathouse Canyon.

These are divided into older gneiss (frontal zone

gneiss), and younger gneiss, probably equivalent to feldspar - quartz biotite gneiss.

This division is not useful, because Langton did not

describe the younger gneiss in detail sufficient for correlation.

How

ever, the areal distribution of the units is similar.
Crowley (I96O, p. 13) described a similar gneiss at the head of
the West Fork of the Bitterroot River.

A traverse into this area con

firmed this similarity on a megascopic scale, although there is a
pronounced difference in accessary minerals.
The regional extent of the feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss,
as found in a series of reconnaissance traverses, is great.

Berg

(1961, personal communication) describes the gneiss along the ridge
tops in Big Creek Canyon to the north of the map-area.

Feldspar -

quartz - biotite gneiss has not been found north of Big Creek.

South

of the map-area, exposures of the unit were found in the canyons of
Bear Creek, Blodgett Creek, Canyon Creek, and Lost Horse Creek.

In

all cases it occurs west of the thin sheet of frontal zone gneiss.
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The name assigned to this unit is intended to be temporary, and
it denotes the major minerals present in decreasing order of average
abundance*

It is suggested that a geographic name be applied to the

rock when the distribution and variation of the rock unit becomes bet
ter known*
Within Sweathouse Canyon, broad warps are present in the souther
ly dipping foliation of the gneiss*

An attempt was made to study

megascopic fold axes, but exposures were too few in deformed areas to
produce statistically significant results*

Outcrops generally occur

in bold cliffs or pillar-like forms (Fig. 12)*

Jointing is strong in

the western sector of the map-area, but decreases in intensity as fron
tal zone gneiss

is approached*

Extensive weathering in some cases has

reduced outcrops to granular rubble*
The lower contact of the formation is with a discordantly in
truded, massive granodiorite*

Ihe contact aureole is narrow; sausseri-

tization and sericitization in the form of 2M muscovite are the only
apparent affects of contact metamorphism*

Unzoned pegmatite stringers

penetrate feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss in the area*

They

generally pinch out or widen into pods and end within 150 to 300 feet
from their granodiorite source*
The mineralogy is generally the same as frontal zone gneiss,
but texture and grain relationships are quite different.

Lineations in

this relatively coarse-grained unit are weak, and foliations are gen
erally pronounced only where enough biotite is present to outline
definite schistose planes*
angle (Fig. 10)*

These planes often intersect at an acute

Quartz - feldspar crush areas, so common in frontal
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Figure 10. Photomicrograph of crossed biotite foliation in
feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss. Loc. S-355* Plain
light, X 28.

Figure 11. Photomicrograph of typical weak biotite foliation
and recrystallization in feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss.
Loc. S-357. Crossed nicols, X 28.
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zone gneiss, are weak, and die out completely in the western portion.
Strained feldspars, granulated grain boundaries, and fracturing of
larger grains are absent.

Augen and metamorphic segregations are

absent, although plagioclase porphyroblasts up to five inches in dia
meter are widely scattered near the formation base.

The absence of

these features is attributed to a greater degree of plastic deformation
and recrystallization in feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss than that
in the frontal zone gneiss (see Fig. 11).
Mineralogical differences within the unit are only variations
in relative abundance of constituents.

An examination of Table 3

reveals a westward decrease in quartz, probably the continuation of a
similar trend in frontal zone gneiss.

Particularly significant are

variations in feldspar content, with potash feldspar absent northwest
of a zone marked in Plate 2 (also see Table 3).
Pronounced variation of mineral abundance within a restricted
area is probably the most conclusive evidence for a metasedimentary
rock type.

It is difficult to imagine strictly plutonic conditions

that would produce these local changes.

Despite the absence of sedi

mentary features, these variations, plus the nature of the upper and
lower contact zones, are considered sufficient evidence of sedimentary
origin.

The reason for a bulk composition approaching granodiorite

opens an interesting area of speculation.

Large scale granitization

occuring after batholith intrusion is one possibility, but

further

consideration of such a process is beyond the scope of this paper.
Extensive soda metasomatism, not necessarily tending toward a
granitic composition, seems more reasonable.

A discussion of the
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Accessary minerals * ilmenite, zircon, sericite, apatite, sphene, epidote, rutile

Table 3* Modal analyses of feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss, based on a count of 1000
mineral grains from each sample*
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genesis of these metasedlments and the possibility of the metasomatism
will be presented in later sections*
Granodiorite
Intrusive granodiorite occurs in the western part of the area
below a relatively flat upper contact with feldspar - quartz - biotite
gneiss.

This contact rises from the canyon base toward the west.

Massive, rounded outcrops weather into slabs forming a sheet-like
pattern which generally parallels topography (Fig. 13).
Ross (I9S0 , Plate U) assigns

the granodiorite to the Idaho

batholith and observed that it is present throughout the southern
Bitterroot Range.

Langton (1935) also mapped this body in Sweathouse

Canyon as part of the Idaho batholith and traced it to the north.
The term "Idaho batholith" is used with reservations.

Previous

ly mentioned traverses revealed the presence of the intrusive with
consistent field relations in each canyon visited.

Further comparisons

of texture, mineralogy, and general composition were made with equal
success, as noted in modal analyses of Table U.

The comparisons sug

gest the existence of a continuous plut on of granodiorite; however, no
attempt was made to trace the body westward into an area of known Idaho
batholith.

The fact that a western border was never reached and the

known areal extent exceeds at least 150 square miles, indicates, but
does not prove, that the unit is a pluton of the Idaho batholith.
The contact zone is sharp, and is especially characterized by
the presence of thin, unzoned, pegmatite stringers and numerous inclu
sions, some rotated, of overlying feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss

Figure 12. Intrusive contact zone near Loc* S-2UU illustrating
typical massive, jointed, feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss
cliffs above, and rounded, exfoliated granodiorite below.

Figure 13* Typical massive, sheet-like granodiorite exposed in
the base of Sweathouse Canyon near Loc. 8-3^0.
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(Figs. Il; and 1$).

Plagioclase porphyroblasts become pronounced near

the upper border, and the texture becomes definitely protoclastic.
Ross observed minor healed crush zones throughout the rock (19^0,
p.
"The material of the crush zones is now thoroughly recrystal
lized, with interlocking boundaries between grains of feldspar and
quartz, some of which are elongate. It includes some myrmekite,
which here, as in the main body of the rock, is apparently among
the latest minerals to consolidate. The crush zones, plus a ten
dency for the long axes of some of the mineral grains, especially
the biotite flakes, to have a parallel alignment, give the gneissic
appearance to the rock.”
This statement is confirmed by additional data.

The association

of uncrushed myrmekite and fractured larger crystals suggests that
crushing resulted by the intrusion of the rock mass as a crystal mush
before complete consolidation.

A weak foliation is always present in

the outer portions of the intrusive.

This fabric is accentuated by the

occurrence of pods and schlieren of biotite.

The regional trend of

foliation is east-west, with the gneissic texture tending to weaken
away from the contact and being completely absent about 1,000 feet from
this zone (Fig. l6).
Variations in mineralogy and the relative abundance of minerals
are slight, and the composition is that of a granodiorite.

A local

silicic variation of quartz monzonite is present at point S-297.

A

pronounced tonalitic zone is also present (Plate 2) • This zone is
marked by the complete loss of potassium feldspar.

It is significant

that the potash-free zone crosses the upper contact and extends into
feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss (see p. 30).
also mentions

Ross (1950, p. ll;8)

local concentrations of muscovite, and such a feature

is conspicuously present in the granodiorite at location S-350.
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Figure lli* Feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss inclusions in
granodiorite near Loc. S-230.

i
Figure 15<» Rotated inclusion of feldspar - quartz - biotite
gneiss in granodiorite near Loc. S-2Uii* Foliation in the
gneiss is at a 90° angle to weak foliation in granodiorite.
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Ross places considerable emphasis on the role of batholithic
intrusion in the genesis of the Bitterroot Range.

He first states that

the comparatively long, straight, eastern front was formed by doming
caused by the intrusion of the batholith, the major dimensions of which
parallel the present front (p. 170).

Present investigations reveal a

batholithic contact area which is far more complex than Ross postulates,
In the vicinity of Canyon Creek, Blodgett Creek, Bear Creek, and Sweat
house Creek, the contact appears to parallel the range front about two
miles west of the Bitterroot Valley.

North of this region, the north-

south trending front, and foliation attitudes of frontal zone gneiss,
continue their normal coarse, but the batholith contact swings sharply

rite.

16. Typical hypidiomorphic granular texture of granodio
Loc. S-276. Crossed nicols, X 28.
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Accessary minerals - ilmenite, sphene, epidote, zircon, sericite, chlorite, rutile

S - Sweathouse,

BC - Big Creek,

B - Bear Creek,

LH - Lost Horse Creek

Table 4* Modal analyses of granodiorite, based on a count of 1000 mineral grains
from each sample.
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to the west and is located nine miles from the front at Big Creek
(Berg, 1961, personal communication), ten miles at Kootenai Creek
(Groff, I95I4, Plate 1), and eleven miles at Bass Creek (Anderson,

19^9,

P- U5).
In addition, Ross states that the frontal zone gneiss was formed
by compressive forces generated by batholithic intrusion (p. 170),
Such a discordant bo(ty could not generate an evenly trending mountain
front, nor could it produce the forces necessary to form the uniform
slab of frontal zone gneiss.
Minor Rock Types
Three distinct minor rock units were found within the map-area.
The most abundant of these is a coarse grained, unzoned pegmatite
which is commonly found concentrated throughout the granodiorite con
tact zone.

These veins, probably representing the consolidation of a

pneumatolytic phase, rise through granodiorite, discordantly cut the
contact zone, and penetrate feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss for
short distances, either lensing out or terminating in pods.

The min

eralogical composition is uniform (Table 5).

Sample

Qtz

Olig

Ab

Perth An tip Ortho

S-167

31

—

UO

6

12

S-2UU

19

12

2U
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.
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u

1

1

?

Tr
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Myrm

-

1*

1

Tr

Accessary minerals - sphene, zircon, muscovite, sericite
An tip - antiperthite. Aim - almandine, Myrm - myrmekite
Table
Modal analyses of pegmatite, based on a count of
^00 mineral grains from each sample.
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Within feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss, these veins generally
form a complex, ptygmatically oriented mass (Fig. 17).
not show any evidence of rotation.

The garnets do

It is conceivable that intrusion

took place along pre-existing planes of fracture and foliation*
tact effects are very slight#

Con

Narrow haloes of feldspar alteration and

potash feldspar introduction generally border the veins, but these
haloes rarely exceed one inch (Fig. IR).
The second minor rock type is confined to the foothills east of
the range front.

It is a banded, dark gray, slightly metamorphosed

quartzite (Fig. 19).

Quartz, feldspar, detrital biotite, ore and clay

minerals constitute the general composition.

The unit was found to

crop out at only one locality (S-368), but float is common in the foot
hills extending across the entire map-area.

Its presence is attributed

to normal faulting in which a stratigraphically higher, slightly meta
morphosed unit has been dropped into juxtaposition with quartzite
gneiss.
The least abundant unit in the map-area is an argillitic pod
within frontal zone gneiss at location S-103#

The principal minerals

are quartz, albite, and epidote which occur in a biotite and chloriterich argillaceous matrix.
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Figure 17# Irregular pegmatite complex near the base of the
feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss* Loc* S-l6?.

Figure 18* Stained potash feldspar (yellow) in pegmatite.
Effects of minor potash metasomatism near feldspar - quartz biotite gneiss contact are very clear. Loc* S-2UU. Scale in
millimeters.
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Figure 19# Typical blocky outcrop of slightly métamorphoséd
quartzite near Loc. S-368.
Alluvium
Quaternary alluvium constitutes the eastern part of the map-area,
The main alluvial body contains bedded gravels exposed in road cuts
along low hills.

These gravels contain alternating beds of coarse and

fine grained rounded cobbles of the igneous and metamorphic rocks pre
viously described in Sweathouse Canyon.

The bedded nature is probably

caused by deposition of Bitterroot Mountain outwash in glacial Lake
Missoula, which occupied the Bitterroot Valley during Wisconsin time.
At the base of the range front, alluvium is hill wash of quart
zite gneiss.

About one quarter of a mile south of the Smith Creek

Canyon mouth, the hill wash grades into a large landslide deposit, con
taining blocks of frontal zone gneiss as large as 10 to 15 feet in
diameter.
Creek#

A colluvial deposit is also present at the head of Smith

uo

Float of a granitic rock, very rich in potassiom feldspar, is
present on a foothill north of Sweathouse Creek (Plate 2)*

Althou^

no outcrops of this rock type were observed, the hill itself is be
lieved to be the immediate source of the float, and the unit was mapped
on the basis of float content*

Small granitic apophyses are common in

the Sapphire Mountain foothills 12 miles to the east, and it is con
ceivable that similar bodies exist along the Bitterroot Range front.

STRUCTURE
Previous structural interpretations relating to the genesis of
the long, straight, eastern front of the Bitterroot Range have been
proposed by Lindgren (190U)> Langton (193^), Pardee (19^0), and Ross
(1950)•

The detailed structural study of Anderson (1959) concerned

features "within thé range itself and is confined entirely to the Bass
Creek drainage and immediate areas.
It has been previously noted that Sweathouse Canyon marks a
transition zone between rocks exposed in the northern Bitterroot area,
and rocks exposed in the southern portion of the range.

In addition,

this study deals with an area containing rock types different from
those previously mapped on a detailed scale.

For this reason, the

structural history of the rocks of Sweathouse Canyon may be of con
siderable significance concerning the genesis of the range as a whole.
However, the map-area represents only a small portion of a vast and
complex structural province of which the geology is still largely un
known, and therefore, the significance of the local history in the
genesis of the range is somewhat uncertain.
Three stages of deformation are recognized within the Bass
Creek area (Anderson, 1959, p. L2-51).
1.

These consist of;

Deformation about an east-west axis which produced minor
east-west trending folds and lineations of mullions within
the frontal zone gneiss.

2.

Deformation about a north-south axis which produced most of
the metamorphic structures present and resulted in the gross
ui

U2
physiographic pattern of the Bitterroot Range*

This period

of deformation is attributed to doming caused by Idaho batho
lith intrusion.
3.

Northeast-trending normal faulting at the present range front
which resulted in an elevation of the Bitterroot Mountain
"block".

In general, structural evidence within Sweathouse Canyon sub
stantiates the above conclusions*

However, differences are present,

and these will be innumerated in detail.
Four structural phases are recognized.
deformations are unknown.

The relationships between

The term phase is used to delineate a defor

mation producing a definite element of regional structure or rock fabric.
It is conceivable that more than one structural phase is present in one
period of deformation*
The first phase, of unknown age, produced features confined en
tirely to the quartzitic gneiss*

A detailed structural analysis of

this unit reveals a broad syncline with a northwest-southeast trending
horizontal fold axis (see Fig* 2) * This stage of structural evolution
produced the highly mylonitized, brecciated, and recrystallized quart
zite and gneiss exposed along the mountain front*

The fold is asymétrie,

with dips on the southwest limb about 20° steeper than those to the
northeast*
This structure is related to the east-west trending structures
noted by Anderson.

The small variation in the attitudes of fold axes

related to this deformation, as observed between Sweathouse Canyon and
Bass Canyon, is not surprising*

A northeast-southwest trend is observed
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in the Bitterroot Range front at the mouth of Sweathouse Canyon,
whereas a north-south trend is common along most of the front.

The

intersection of these trends appears at the mouths of Big Creek Can
yon and Bear Creek Canyon (Fig. l).

This deviation in trend of the

mountain front could be a reflection of variation in structural atti
tudes within the range itself.

Mullion structures observed by

Anderson were not seen in frontal zone gneiss in Sweathouse Canyon.
The second phase of deformation is very pronounced throughout
the entire range (Lindgren, 190U, p. U2).

It consists of broad

regional folding along an axis trending approximately northeast-southwest.

In Sweathouse Canyon, this phase produced several features:

(1) extensive shearing within foliation planes of the frontal zone
gneiss which is accompanied by extreme cataclasis, crenulation, and
some recrystallization,

(2) irregular folding in feldspar - quartz -

biotite gneiss with regional trends conforming to those of frontal zone
gneiss.

Folding in this unit was accompanied by weaker cataclasis and

by re crystallization, and (3) overprinting of the second phase upon
attitudes of the syncline previously described.

As frontal zone gneiss

is approached from the east, quartzitic gneiss within the contact area
loses its synclinal structure as granulation becomes more pronounced.
Ross also notes an area of this nature.

He states (19^0, p. l62) ;

"The quartz has been extensively and irregularly crushed
and thoroughly recemented. In some of the quartzite, com
paratively well defined, narrow crush zones are at right
angles to each other.”
Beyond this zone appear the normal northeast-southwest trending folia
tions of the frontal zone gneiss.

The contact is always marked by an

abrupt change from chlorite to biotite.
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The origin of the forces which produced this deformation is a
controversial subject*

Ross (19^0) states that the explanation which

most simply and convincingly accounts for these metamorphic units is
compressive force produced by intrusion of the Idaho batholith.

Al

though Anderson concurs with Ross* hypothesis, he did recognize a
structure in the northern part of the range which is far more complex
than can reasonably be attributed to simple doming (19?9, p. UU)*
Langton (193^, p* 39) presents

a contrasting hypothesis*

He

pictured the northern part of the range as a broad, north-south trend
ing, asymétrie anticlinal structure produced by regional compression.
The western limb dips into, and perhaps under, the Idaho batholith
producing a discordant relationship in which intrusion followed com
pression.
Field evidence in Sweathouse Canyon strongly supports Langton*s
hypothesis.

Attitudes of feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss in all

cases dip into the granodiorite.

If compression during intrusion pro

duced the surrounding metamorphics, it is reasonable to assume that
foliation would parallel the igneous contact.

In this case, grano

diorite intersects the anticlinal structure in the eastern limb.

Dips

in feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss foliation swing to the south in
contact areas to provide the discordant relationship.
At this point, there are two possibilities for the sequence of
structural phases.

A period of granodiorite intrusion and a period of

normal faulting are recognized, but there is no field evidence which
indicates their chronological relationship,

because the structures
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produced by these two phases are areally separated.

Each phase will be

discussed separately, although the order of discussion does not indicate
their order of occurrence©
A. L. Anderson (1930) in describing the batholith border zone at
Orofino, Idaho, notes a gradational contact produced by intense metamorphism during intrusion.

Igneous material was injected into surround

ing sediments and gneisses along bedding or foliation planes.

This

zone is many miles long in places, and it was exceedingly difficult to
decide whether the rock should be classed as sheared batholith or as
gneissic sediments.
Similar relationships are found in Sweathouse Canyon.

The dis

cordant relationship of granodiorite and surrounding gneiss has already
been discussed.

This intrusive stage of structural evolution introduced

the irregular pegmatite stringers which commonly surround the contact
area.

Textural evidence in the map-area indicates a sharp contact area

with intrusion of these pegmatites which do not extend far beyond the
aureole.

The key to an exact description of the contact area lies, as

noted by A. L. Anderson, in the genetic interpretation of the surround
ing metamorphics, in this case feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss.
The exact effects of intrusion upon adjacent structure is un
known.

A doming effect is entirely reasonable, although this process

is unimportant when considering a genesis of the long, straight eastern
mountain front.

If doming did not occur, then intrusion had little

effect on surrounding structure.
Normal faulting, confined entirely to the range front, has also
been a subject of controversy.

Lindgren (190U) proposed the presence
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of

a straight, low angle, normal fault which borders the entire range

front with relative movement of about 20,000 feet.

Ross (1950, p. 171)

states that such a feature violates many modem concepts of normal
faulting.

Langton (1935, p. 5U) suggests

a low angle east-dipping

overthrust, buried by alluvium within the Bitterroot Valley.

Recent

geophysical evidence has eliminated the possibility of overthrusting.
Manghnani and Rower (l96l) conducted a gravity survey across the Bit
terroot Valley in the vicinity of Florence, Montana.

Their interpreta

tion includes the presence of normal faults at the mountain front.
Pardee (1950, p. 390) observed low, quartzite bearing foothills de
tached from the main mountain front by shallow trenches.

These

features provide geomorphic evidence of faulting.
Trenches have been noted at the canyon mouths of Big Creek
(Lindgren, 190U,

P® U9), Bass,Sweeney, One Horse, and Carlton Creeks

(Anderson, 1959,

p. U6), Roaring Lion and Blodgett Creeks (Pardee, 1950,

p. 390), Kootenai and Sweathouse Creeks (Groff, 195U, p. UO).

Anderson

(1959, p# U?) studied the position of these trenches on aerial photo
graph mosaics of the Bitterroot Valley.

The trenches appear to reflect

a north-south band of en-echelon faults which strike north 17® to north
30® east ard dip steeply to the southeast (?).
Groff's interpretation of a normal fault at the mouth of Sweat
house Canyon is correct.

He states (195U, P* UO)s

»*A trench-like feature is present in a foothill just north of
tJie mouth of Sweathouse Creek, west of Victor. The rock in
the foothill is largely quartzite and metamorphosed and in
truded argillite. The rock of the range front at this location
has been mapped by Langton . . . as belonging to the Newland
formation, and parts of it, just west of the trench, contain
consolidated breccias.”
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I also observed this feature, although no metamorphosed and
intruded argillite, nor any outcrop, was found in the foothill.

A

continuation of this fault is also located south of Sweathouse Creek.
The range front dips steeply along this area until, in the extreme
southeast corner of the map-area, a foothill is encountered which in
tersects the general range front.

Quartzitic gneiss, with a strike of

north 50^ west and a dip 20® to the southwest, is exposed directly west
of the foothill and slightly altered argillitic quartzite with a strike
of north 35® west and dip 20® to the northeast constitutes the foothill
Itself®

It seems reasonable to assume that the slightly altered rock

is structurally higher than adjacent gneiss, and hence a normal fault
separates these formations.

The fault trace follows the intersection

of the range front and the adjacent foothill, and the topographic ex
pression on the fault indicates a dip of about U5® - 50® to the east.
A stereographic analysis of joints in the frontal area of Sweat
house Canyon indicates a genetic association of jointing and normal
faulting.

Two essentially vertical sets are present.

One set, striking

north 30® east, conforms perfectly with the postulated trend of the
normal fault®

The second set strikes at right angles to the first.

This relationship is too pronounced to overlook, and it is not un
reasonable to assume that the jointing is related to normal faulting.
A hypothesis of synchronous intrusion and normal faulting can
not be discarded.

If intrusion produced doming of surrounding gneiss,

normal faulting and simultaneous formation of joints could represent a
structural adjustment produced by local compression or tension.
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Lithologie Transition
It has been previously mentioned (page 3) that Sweathouse Canyon
marks a transition zone between rock types characteristic of the
northern Bitterroot area and those dominant to the south.

A comparison

of these two areas requires a knowledge of geology of the northern
Bitterroot Range.
Within Bass Canyon (see Fig. 1), frontal zone gneiss is under
lain by massive, red-weathering sillimanite gneiss (Anderson, 1959)a
In the southwest corner of Anderson's map-area, ptygmatically folded,
gray - weathering gneiss is exposed.
Berg (1961, personal communication) describes the same general
pattern in Big Creek Canyon, five miles north of Sweathouse Canyon.
This area differs from Anderson's in relative position of the units.
The following sequence is established;
1.

Outcrop and foliation patterns of frontal zone gneiss and
quartzitic gneiss which are typically present along the entire
range front.

2.

Feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss exposed below frontal zone
gneiss in structural sequence on the north face of Smith Creek
Canyon and along the Smith Creek - Big Creek drainage divide.
This unit is also exposed at greater elevation across the can
yon to the north.

3*

A southerly regional dip is present.

Thin sheets of sillimanite gneiss beneath feldspar - quartz biotite gneiss which parallel the canyon base on both faces.
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The attitude of the unit parallels the overlying feldspar quartz - biotite gneiss*
Ue

Gray-weathering gneiss which underlies sillimanite gneiss.
This is by no means a precise description of Big Creek Canyon

geology*

It represents only a broad picture, and does not mention

common local deviations*
Any hypothesis explaining this lithologie variation must account
for two factors:

(a) absence of sillimanite gneiss and gray-weathering

gneiss in Sweathouse Canyon, and (b) absence of granodiorite in Big
Creek Canyon.

An examination of field relations in Sweathouse Canyon

(Plate 2) illustrates several features which are pertinent to this
discussion.

Feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss is dominant south of

upper Smith Creek and foliation attitudes dip in a southerly direction.
This unit merely represents a continuation of feldspar - quartz biotite gneiss exposed at Big Creek*

Also, the upper contact of the

granodiorite is exposed topographically higher on the canyon wall
south of Sweathouse Creek than on the canyon wall to the north*

This

feature, combined with the V-shaped pattern where the intrusive contact
intersects the North Fork of Sweathouse Creek, indicates a granodiorite
contact which dips in a northerly direction*

The structure section of

Plate 1 was made by combining the relationships at Big Creek and Sweat
house Creek.

The upper contact of the granodiorite in Sweathouse

Canyon dips under Big Creek, and the trend of the sillimanite gneiss
and gray-weathering gneiss units of Big Creek Canyon dips toward
Sweathouse Canyon.

The gneiss complex is then truncated by the massive

granodiorite in an area underlying Smith Creek Canyon.

Plate I - Idealized Structure Section of
Sweathouse Canyon and Big Creek Canyon
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It must be reiterated that the above discussion is somewhat
speculative.

Regional studies of an area far larger than that under

consideration are needed to test the foregoing hypothesis.

PETROGENESIS
Genesis of the Metasediments
Evidence presented in the descriptive portion of this report
suggests that quartzitic gneiss and frontal zone gneiss are recon
stituted Belt sediments*

An examination of modal analyses of the

metamorphic units indicates a quartzo - feldspathic composition*
sediments of this type are derived from argillitic quartzites*

Meta
This

statement is further supported by the presence of slightly altered
argillitic quartzite and a pod of quartzitic argillite within the maparea*
Ross (1950, p* liiU) assigns

the quartzitic gneiss and frontal

zone gneiss to the PreCambrian Wallace group*

This correlation is

based on a similarity of chemical composition and stratigraphie posi
tion between this Belt unit and the metasediments*

This correlation

seems unwarranted, as argillitic quartzites also appear within the
entire Belt series*

Because quantitative pétrographie data concerning

Belt sediments in the immediate region are unavailable, individual
formations and their metamorphic equivalents cannot be correlated with
certainty*
Feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss presents a different problem
concerning metamorphic genesis because its modal composition lies
within both a sedimentary and granodiorite range*

In addition to a

sedimentary genesis, the possibility of an Igneous origin or extensive
granitizatlon can not be overlooked*

These possibilities are supported

^2
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by a weak metamorphic fabric and a low percentage of biotite and
quartz•
The presence of local zones rich in biotite and quartz (Table 3)
weakens the possibility of an igneous origin*

Neither does the nature

of the upper and lower contacts suggest that the unit is an ortho
gneiss*

The contact with frontal zone gneiss is highly gradational,

and is located at a transition from cataclastic texture of frontal
zone gneiss to recrystallized texture of feldspar - quartz - biotite
gneiss*

The base of this unit is formed by a sharply discordant

igneous contact (see page 29)*

Sericitization and sausseritization are

the only effects of contact metamorphism*

Thus, the evidence defi

nitely indicates a sedimentary origin.
With a sedimentary genesis of feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss
established, a hypothesis of partial granitization might be invoked to
explain its granodiorite-like composition.

A

possible source of

granitizing fluids would be the Idaho batholith.
problem lies in the area of Big Greek.

An answer to this

In this sector, feldspar -

quartz - biotite gneiss, sillimanite gneiss, and ptygmatically folded
gray-weathering gneiss form a progressively deepening sequence (Berg,
1961, personal communication) * Assuming that the Idaho batholith
underlies this area in part (see p* Ü9), the feldspar - quartz biotite gneiss cannot be a product of extensive granitization be
cause batholitic solutions did not affect the metamorphic texture and
metasedimentary composition of intervening formations.

However, there

is the possibility that selective granitization took place in the
Sweathouse Canyon area.

The simplest and most reasonable explanation

Sh
of this composition similarity would be granodiorite intrusion into a
host rock of similar original composition.

Not only would this state

ment solve compositional problems, but it would serve to explain the
negligible contact aureole imposed by batholitic intrusion.
Temperature
Even assuming constant volatile pressure, constant load pres
sure, and constant composition, the mineral assemblages of metamorphic
facies are stable over a considerable range of temperatures.

In

addition, this temperature range varies with each of the above variables,
of which only the value of load pressure can be roughly approximated*
However, certain limitations on the thermal conditions of metamorphism
can be made.
An estimation of maximum temperature conditions during meta
morphism is difficult owing to a lack of individual guide minerals.
The dominant assemblage throughout the map-area is quartz, plagioclase,
and biotite, with local orthoclase and antiperthite.

Even if albite is

introduced, this assemblage occurs in several metamorphic facies.

The

temperature of metamorphism was at least that under which the quartzalbite-epidote-biotite subfacies of the greenschist facies is stable,
approximately U00° C.

The upper limit of temperature is arbitrary

because biotite is the only mineral in the above mentioned assemblage
which is at all sensitive to pres sure-tempera tiu^e conditions.

Iron-

rich biotite is stable through conditions of the sillimanite-almandinemuscovite subfacies of the almandine-amphibolite facies, which is con
sidered to be stable up to approximately 600° C.

Magnesium-rich biotite
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remains stable up to a temperature approaching 700® C*

This tempera

ture marks the upper limit of conditions under which the hornblende
granulite subfacies is stable, and approximates the temperature of
fusion of water saturated granite (temperatures estimated from Fyfe,
Turner, and Verhoogen, 1958, Fig. 107).

X-ray analysis of a suite

of biotite grains from Sweathouse Canyon indicates a consistent ratio
of Fey^Mg^Q.

The fact that biotite is iron-rich indicates that tem

perature did not exceed 600® C.

A uniform presence of muscovite

indicates that the facies reaction
Muscovite^fc sillimanite + orthoclase
did not occur*

The absence of this reaction which also occurs at about

600® C. supports the upper temperature limitation.

X-ray analysis of

oligoclase using the method and data of Smith and Yoder (1956, Fig. 3)
has shown the structure of this mineral to be the low temperature form
in each of the rock units.

The temperature of the conversion low -►high

plagioclase has been determined experimentally to be approximately 700®C.
(Tuttle and Bowen 1950, p. 97U).

The reverse reaction high -► low

plagioclase has not been achieved in the laboratory.

Thus, the pres

ence of low temperature oligoclase suggests, but does not prove, that
the temperature of metamorphism did not exceed 700® C.
A lower limit for the possible maximum temperature of metamor
phism is difficult to obtain with any degree of certainty.

The

presence of microcline and the dominance of chlorite over biotite in
the quartzitic gneiss may provide an answer.

If microcline is assumed

to be the low temperature polymorph of potash feldspar which reflects a
conversion of pre-existing orthoclase, the temperature would have to
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approach the conversion of these minerals, or about

1957, P» U69)o

Co

(Heier,

The assumption is invalid if microcline is a detrital

sedimentary mineral®

Cataclastic deformation has destroyed any pétro

graphie evidence which would reveal a detrital nature®
biotite relationship provides a more secure answer®

The chlorite -

The lower stability

range of biotite in metamorphics is marked by the reaction
Muscovite + chlorite** biotite + chlorite
(Turner and Verhoogen, 1959, p® 535) which takes place at about UOO® C®
Later evidence will show that in quartzitic gneiss, chlorite is a pro
duct of diaphthoresis as indicated by the reaction
Titanium-rich biotite + w a t e r ^ chlorite + sphene
The above temperature limits, based essentially on the stability
range of iron-rich biotite and the occurrence of muscovite, are incon
clusive®

To say that maximum temperature reached a range of UOO® to

600° C® merely implies that the rocks were formed under normal condi
tions of metamorphism®
Depth
R® E® Anderson (1959a) discussed the depth of burial during
metamorphism within the Bass Canyon area®

His conclusions were based

on the following two considerations:
Absence of the metamorphic garnet almandite in an ironrich environment, and
2®

Mechanics of cataclastic deformation®

Almandite readily forms by the reaction
Iron-rich biotitealmandite
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■under moderate conditions of temperature and pressure*

Althou^ the

temperature did exceed the lower stability range of almandite, ironrich biotite is presentj thus, the absence of almandite indicates a
pressure below which this mineral is stable (Anderson, 1959a)*

A dis

cussion of this nature is inapplicable to Sweathouse Canyon because the
temperature of metamorphism can conceivably be below that required for
formation of almandite*

The lower limit of metamorphism has been

established at about UOO® G*, or the base of the quartz - albite epidote - biotite subfacies of the greenschist facies*

Almandite does

not appear until later in the progressive greenschist sequence*

This

is marked by the reaction
Iron-rich chlorite ^ almandite
at a temperature of about 500® C*
Fig* 107)*

(Fyfe, Turner and Verhoogen, 1958,

This leaves a 100® C* range under which great pressure can

exist without appearance of almandite*
The mechanics of cataclastic deformation accompanying metamor
phism provides evidence along lines other than physiochemical consider
ations of mineral stability*

Yoder (1955, P* 520) states that, at the

outset of regional metamorphism, pore pressure is approximately equal
to rock pressure*

This statement is further supported by experiments

conducted by Handin (1958, p* 1577)*

Microscopic examination of sand

stone which had been subjected to triaxial compression revealed that
H,,. as pore pressure increased, grain breakage became less important
until there was none, and deformation was due entirely to intergranular movements*”

Because high pore pressure would impede granulation

at depth, it is safe to assume that regional compression in Sweathouse
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Canyon took place near the surface®

Such a hypothesis is reasonable

it is assumed, as previously stated, that frontal zone gneiss and
feldspar « quartz - biotite gneiss were formed by the same regional
stress.

According to this hypothesis, frontal zone gneiss was granu

lated near the surface.

As deformation took place, water migration

could occur and fluid would escape to the surface by movement between
grains and along fractures.

Only minor granulation is present in feld

spar - quartz - biotite gneiss.

This formation is marked also by

numerous irregular foliations and by a greater degree of recrystalli
zation.

Because feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss is structurally

lower than frontal zone gneiss, this variation could be explained by
the trapping of pore fluids which reduced grain breakage and and pro
moted plastic deformation and recrystallization.

Such conditions

would easily explain the gradual textural gradation and mineralogical
similarity involved in the frontal zone gneiss - feldspar-quartzbio tit e gneiss contact.

The cataclasis of frontal zone gneiss des

troyed any megascopic evidence of the earlier deformation responsible
for the observed fabric of quartzitic gneiss.

Because the cataclastic

textures of the frontal zone gneiss and quartzitic gneiss are very
similar, the early cataclasis of quartzitic gneiss is also considered
to have occurred at "shallow" depth.
Retrograde Metamorphism
Several mineralogical relations indicate diaphthoresis within
the quartzitic gneiss.

These ares
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1»

The ubiquitous presence of biotite cores and sphene in
chlorite (Fig, 20),

This is the result of the retrograde

reactions (Turner, 19U8, p, 300)
Titanium-rich biotite + w a t e r ^ chlorite + ilraenite
Ilmenite ^ sphene
Rutile is also present in small quantities (Fig, 21),
2,

The association of albite and zoisite which is considered to
result from the retrograde reaction
Plagioclase ^ albite '*■ zoisite
Howeverthis assemblage may represent the association of
metasomatic albite and detrital zoisite,

3,

The presence of the mineral assemblage calcite, sphene, albite,
epidote, and chlorite.

Excepting actinolite, this assemblage

conforms with one of calcite, sphene, actinolite, albite, epi
dote, and chlorite, which indicates decarbonation of a pre
existing metamorphic assemblage during retrograde metamorphism
(Turner, 19U8, p« 303)»
The exact mechanism of diaphthoresis is not known.

Except at the

granodiorite contact, extensive sericitization of orthoclase, in the
form of 2M muscovite, and sausseritization of plagioclase are restricted
to the quartzitic gneiss.

It is possible that, late in the stage of

metamorphism of quartzitic gneiss, water pressure increased, and water
migrated through the granulated rock.
produced a lower grade assemblage.

The increased water pressure

During later deformation, the fab

ric of frontal zone gneiss was superimposed on pre-existing structures.
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Figure 20, Photomicrograph of semi-opaque sphene blebs in chlo«
rite in feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss* Loc* S-33U*
Plain light, X 333*

V ?

Figure 21* Photomicrograph of a typical retrograde mineral
assemblage in quartzitic gneiss* Biotite has been altered
to chlorite which contains numerous needles of rutile *
Loc* S-118* Plain light, X 333*
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The reaction

Iron-rich chlorite ^biotite

occurred in frontal zone gneiss but did not occur in quartzitic
gneiss*

Thus, a facies change is present between the quartz - albite -

muscovite - chlorite subfacies of the greenschist facies, and higher
grade rocks of the subfacies quartz - albite - epidote - biotite*
isograd marks the transition from quartzitic gneiss to frontal zone
gneiss*

This

SIGNIFICANCE OF FELDSPARS
Introdijctory

Statement

In order to understand the complex feldspar association within
the map-area, a short review will be presented.

In contrasting the

nature of the feldspars, their origin, and petrologic significance,
the following facts are pertinent:
1.

The number of feldspars contained in each individual assemblage
varies from two to five (see modal analyses tables).

Assem

blages of intermediate complexity are also common.
2.

A correlation of feldspar types and areal distribution indicates
a distinct zonation which crosses the northwest corner of the
map-area.

The gradation separates an area containing appreciable

amounts of potash feldspar from an area containing little or no
potash feldspar (see Figs. 22, 23,

2h

and 25j

also Plate 2).

The zone distinctly cuts mapped formation contacts.
3.

The occurrence of perthite and antiperthite is restricted to a
distinct band immediately southeast of the above mentioned
sodium - potassium border.

3.

Albite, albite-pericline, or albite-Carlsbad twins are present
in all plagioclase feldspars with composition comparable to
oligoclase.

5*

Albite is visibly untwinned.

Weak concentric zoning of both a normal and reverse nature is
present in all plagioclase feldspars.

Infrequently the zoning

is oscillatory.
All feldspars contain a number of various, randomly oriented
minerals.
62
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Figure 22# Stained feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss# Note
the relative abundance of potash feldspar# Loc. S-323#
Scale in millimeters*
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Figure 23# Stained feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss# Note
the paucity of potash feldspar# Loc# S-3^$* Scale in mil
limeters#

6U

Figure 2U* Stained granodiorite* Note the relative abundance
of potash feldspar. Loc. 8-230. Scale in millimeters.

Figure 2$. Stained granodiorite. Note the paucity of potash
feldspar. Loc. S-2$l. Scale in millimeters.
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Because the physical chemistry of the feldspars has been
studied extensively during recent years, the feldspar distribution
provides invaluable information concerning the physio-chemical con
ditions during the period of crystallization and metamorphic reconsti
tution*

In discussing anomalous mineral assemblages, it is easy to

^introduce” those minerals which do not readily adapt themselves to
simple explanation.

This approach will be avoided in the following

discussion.
Soda Metasomatism
The association of albite (An^_0) and oligoclase
without the presence of plagioclase of intermediate composition,
is rare in either igneous or metamorphic rocks formed under near
equilibrium conditions.

The association of these two feldspars

cannot be explained by a break in the isomorphous crystallization
sequence.

For this reason, more than one generation of feldspar

development is postulated within the map-area.
Previous workers have relied heavily on soda metasomatism to
explain large quantities of plagioclase in metamorphics of the Bit
terroot Rangeo

Ross (19^0, p. l6l) uses the introduction of

oligoclase to account for the high soda content in silica-rich meta
morphosed Belt sediments.

Anderson (19?9, p* 51) states:

«The percentage of Na feldspar, both in gneisses and in
pegmatitic material, represents a greater amount of Na than
one would expect in a normal sediment. Because of this, it
is believed that at least this one element was metasomatically
introduced in significant quantities.**
No source of the metasomatizing solutions was mentioned.
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A. L. Anderson (19U2, p. ^6?) postulates an elaborate system
of hydrothermal replacement at the borders and "within the Idaho bath
olith, with liquids and volatile fluids eminating from deep regions of
the batholith during late stages of crystallization*

Numerous other

examples of soda metasomatism can be cited from border studies of the
Idaho batholith in northern and south-central Idaho, and several of
these references will be discussed later in this study*
Pétrographie evidence strongly indicates that oligoclase within
Sweathouse Canyon belongs to the earliest generation of feldspars, and
that the albite is introduced*

A small amount of albite is ubiquitous

throughout the map-area, and the relative percentage rarely exceeds
3 to 5 per cent*

This percentage was determined by a count of grains

immersed in a refractive liquid*

Because the percentage is small and

this method is statistically inaccurate, no definite trend in the
quantity of albite could be established*

The composition varies within

a range of An^_g with rare occurrences of composition An^Q*

Oligoclase

usually shows pronounced twinning and weak reverse zoning, whereas
albite shows no twinning and both weak normal and reverse zoning.
The above criteria, although not conclusive separately, support
a thesis of albitization*

Consistent concentration of albite in all

rock types, as opposed to variation in oligoclase percentage, indicates
homogenous conditions and processes of formation of albite.

The fact

that albite is never twinned is certainly consistent with a metasomatic
origin (Emmons and Mann, 19?3, p* 51)*

Uniform conditions of metamor

phism would not produce opposing zone types*

A more reasonable

explanation would be reaction between crystalline albite and the
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interstitial transporting liquid, whose composition is delicately
adjusted by reaction with surrounding minerals, occurring late in the
crystallization history (Emmons and Mann, 1953, p. Ul).
textures are observed in thin section.

No corrosion

However, such textures might

have been destroyed by later granulation.
The dense crystalline nature of the metamorphic rocks in Sweat
house Canyon would not facilitate open space deposition of albite.
Replacement seems more likely and is discussed in a later section.
These units constitute an open metamorphic system which can only be
discussed in a qualitative manner at this time.

The exact nature of

replacement, or the nature of transporting medium, would require a
detailed chemical study.
Feldspar Genesis
Normally, feldspars in metamorphics form by simple reconstitu
tion from original sediments, and feldspars in granodiorite crystallize
from a silicate melt.

The presence of complex feldspar mineral suites

does not indicate this simple relationship.

It is evident that this

disequilibrium assemblage formed under complex conditions, and includes
at least two generations of feldspar.

A critical examination of phase

relationships narrows the possibilities into two distinct genetic types.
A.

Origin by adjustments to changes of temperature and pressure.
Feldspars formed by crystallization and subsequent adjustments to

changes of temperature and pressure present a complex phase relation
ship o With reference to the ternary system Albite-Anorthite-Orthoclase
(Figo 26), the following sequence can take place.

Starting with a
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Anorthite

U)

\

Albite

One feldspar
Orthoclase

J

H2O

Pressure

?,000 Bars

Figure 26. Phase diagram illustrating formation of feldspars
by adjustment to changes in temperature and pressure (modi
fied after Turner and Verhoogen, I960, Fig, 12),
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feldspar melt of composition (A) (Ab^^An2^0r ] ^ Q c o o l i n g produces
primary crystallization of oligoclase (O).

Continual cooling adjusts

liquid composition in the direction of (B) along line (A-B) as oligo
clase becomes enriched in Ma by reaction with the liquid.

Upon

intersection of liquid composition line (A-B) and cotectic (X-Y),
simultaneous crystallization of oligoclase (l) and orthoclase (ll)
takes place.

As the liquid moves along line (X-Y), oligoclase and

orthoclase are both continually enriched in Ma until point (C) is
reached, at which crystallization is complete.

At this point, cry

stallization of oligoclase (1) and orthoclase (2) stops.
Soon after this stage of development, a rapid decline in
temperature and pressure took place, producing only partial unmixing
of oligoclase and orthoclase into antiperthite and perthite respec
tively.

This left some solid solution in both the small quantities of

orthoclase, and larger quantities of oligoclase present.

A possible

explanation for sudden drop in teirperature and pressure during crystal
lization might be pressure release during the faulting along the range
front.
Very few zones within the map-area contain a consistent suite
of the four feldspars mentioned above.

Perthite and antiperthite are

not confined to one specific lithology, but sporadically occur through
out the area.

The orthoclase molecule, as previously mentioned, is

scarce to completely absent in a zone cutting the northwest corner of
the map-area.

An explanation of these variations in type of feldspar

*Small variations in feldspar composition are present throughout the
map-area, but these are generally insignficant.
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occurrence can only be achieved by drastic local physio-chemical
anomalies during crystallization, if the genetic temperature and pres
sure adjustment thesis is assumed.
Bo

Origin by crystallization and partial metasomatic replacement.
A complex, but reasonable, explanation of multiple feldspar

development can be produced by a theory of both me tamorphic recon
stitution and me ta somatic replacement.

It is well established that

albite belongs to the second generation of feldspars; probably the
albite is metasomatic (see p. 66).

The mobility of sodic plagioclase

solutions and the ability of such solutions to replace orthoclase by
albite have been demonstrated by Gates (19S3, p. 61-63).

He presented

a replacement range extending from primary orthoclase to secondary al
bite with perthites and antiperthites formed by incomplete replacement.
Fredrickson and Cox (195U) demonstrated relatively high solubility of
albite in hydro thermal solutions, which allows extensive and rapid
migration.
The hypothesis of widescale replacement within Sweathouse Canyon
appears reasonable.

Oligoclase and orthoclase were primary feldspars,

formed in both igneous and met amorphic rocks in response to temperaturepressure conditions previously mentioned (see p. 69).

Drastic changes

of pressure are not needed to explain partial exsolution of feldspars.
Primary feldspars remained stable throughout the remaining history of
crystal development both in granodiorite and surrounding gneiss.

After

the intrusion and cooling of the batholith, metasomatism took place
producing wide scale replacement of orthoclase by albite, caused by
solutions migrating in a southeasterly direction.

The plagioclase zone
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was formed by complete removal of orthoclase during metasomatism.
Ahead of this, which is to the southeast, rocks of the perthite antiperthite area show replacement in various stages of development.
Farther southeast, replacement was minor.

Inclusions in albite, per

thite, and antiperthite are relict grains inherited from orthoclase.
Potash feldspar was later re-introduced locally, within the soda
zone, by pegmatite veins generated during the last stages of granodio
rite crystallization.

Potash introduction in this case is confined

only to an aureole one inch wide which surrounds the pegmatite veins
(Fig. 18).
If active soda metasomatism is to be accepted, there must be an
adequate source of solutions.

A. L. Anderson (19U0, 19U2) describes ex

tensive hydrothermal metasomatism in the proximity of the Idaho batholith
contact.

This feature has also been described in the literature con

cerning other batholith contacts.

The batholith contact in areas

adjacent to Sweathouse Canyon has already been discussed (see p. ]6).
Whereas metasomatic solutions eminating from the batholith would be
confined to a concentric area surrounding the igneous contact, the soda
zone cuts diagonally across this contact aureole, showing no spatial
conformity with the batholith border.
If the batholith is discarded as a source of metasomatic fluids,
emanation must originate from some source near the map-area.

Sodic

feldspar must be the dominant material leaving the body, therefore
there must occur a concentration of plagioclase feldspar at some stage
of crystallization.
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Metasomatic anorthosite -units have been previously described in
the proximity of the Idaho batholith.

Hietanen (19^6) observed several

bytownite anorthosites located directly northwest of the batholith in
northern Idaho*

These bodies lie within a sillimanite gneiss.

Plagio

clase of composition AniQ_^y, introduced during metasomatism, is present
in the surrounding sillimanite gneiss (p. 15)*

Anderson (1959) des

cribes similar occurrences within the Bitterroot Range.

These

anorthosite masses occur in sillimanite gneiss exposed in Bass Canyon.
Anderson also describes metasomatism within the contact area.
Other examples of metasomatism surrounding anorthosite bodies
are present within North America*

Buddington (1939) describes several

of these masses within the Adirondack Range in which introduction of
silicate minerals has occurred.

Wheeler

(19h2)

observed the presence

of both perthite and antiperthite in an adamellite, lying adjacent to
an anorthosite near Nain, Labrador.

He presen-ts the reserved hypothe

sis that these feldspars were formed by replacement during the
pneumatolytic stage of solidification (p. 6Ul).
An anorthosite body much like those described by Hietanen and
Anderson lies in Big Greek Canyon about three miles northwest of Glen
Lake (Berg, 1961, personal communication).

The body was observed on

a reconnaissance survey, thus the exact size and contact locations are
unknown.

The surrounding rock is sillimanite gneiss.

The plagioclase

composition is An^^, comparable to anorthosite in Bass Canyon.

It is

highly conceivable that albite solutions emanated from this body.

A

comparison of feldspar zonation in Sweathouse Canyon and the position
of the Big Creek anorthosite indicates an excellent spatial
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relationship^ anorthosite forms the core of wide contact aureoles of
feldspar zones.

Assuming this possibility and knowing the structural

history within reason, the following sequence of feldspar growth can be
postulated:
1.

Early metamorphism producing oligoclase and orthoclase.

2.

Intrusion of the Idaho batholith with crystallization of these
same minerals.

3*

Formation of anorthosite in Big Creek Canyon producing extensive
metasomatic replacement.

h*

Late pegmatite intrusion upon final stages of batholith cooling.
The genesis of the anorthosite body will not be discussed at the

present time.

However, a detailed knowledge of the Big Creek anortho

site genesis would remove some speculation from this hypothesis.

It

is known with certainty that the sodic solutions generated from a
nearby igneous body other than the batholith.
only as a spatially reasonable source.

The anorthosite serves

Any other intrusion which lies

northwest of, or buried beneath, the map-area can equally well serve
as a metasomatic source.

A larger areal study is needed to solve the

problem.
Concluding Statement
In reviewing the two theories detailed above, it is necessary
to weigh the reasonable facts and reach some decision concerning the
relative merits of each.

Because metamorphism tends toward a condi

tion of equilibrium, it is difficult to envision an oscillation of
physio-chemical conditions within the map-area.

It is also inconceivable

7U
to view a physio-chemical variation that produced an isolated plagio
clase zone which discordantly cuts the contacts of igneous and
me tamorphi c terra ine »
The pétrographie evidence supports equally well an exsolution
or replacement origin of perthite and antiperthite, if the replacement
takes place along cleavage boundaries (Sen, 1959, p* U93) (Fig. 27).
In conclusion, a replacement origin of albite, perthite, and antiper
thite is favored.

A,

27. Antiperthite feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss. The
texture i s consistent with origin by either exsolution or re
placement along cleavage planes or fractures. Loc. 8-230.
0j»Q3sed nicols, X 81|..

F ig u r e

AGE OF METAMORPHISM
Isotope dating of the Idaho batholith has been conducted during
the past seven years•

Dates of 90 - 13^ million years, with an average

108 t 12 million years, were obtained by Larsen et. al. (19^8)^
Larsen and Schmidt (19^8).

Lead-alpha ratio determinations were ob

tained from zircon, monzonite, or xenotime extracted from quartz monaonite, tonalité, or granodiorite.

Several authors observed that the

"quartz monzonite" in Lost Horse Canyon, and consequently the similar
unit of Sweathouse Canyon, is distinctly younger than that of the main
batholith.
1.

These dates are as follows:

Chapman, Gottfried, and Waring (1955, p. 608):

5l - 5U million

years.
2o

Larsen and Schmidt (1958, with supplementary dates by C. P. Ross
and B. F. Leonard, p. l8):

?1 - 6? million years, with an

average of 57 million years.
These dates, all obtained from areas near sample location number
LH-6 (see Table U) indicate

a younger granitic pluton within the main

batholith (Larsen and Schmidt, 1958, p. 18).

The isotope dating sug

gests intrusion of the main body during early late Cretaceous time,
with a separate Bitterroot phase of intrusion during early Tertiary
time.
Hayden and Wehrenberg (1959, P. 1779; I960, Table 1) used potassium-argon methods to date metamorphism in Bass Creek Canyon.

An age

of U2.6 million years was obtained, which indicates that metamorphic
activity continued somewhat later than previously thought.
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It is instructive to review the structural history of Sweathouse
Canyon in the light of these absolute age determinations»

Contact re

lations of granodiorite and surrounding gneiss within Sweathouse Canyon
indicate that metamorphism preceded igneous injection.

The isotope

dates do not support this conclusion, therefore, the discrepancy is
thought to result from the geochemical methods employed.

In age deter

minations of relatively young rocks, potassium-argon dates have far
greater accuracy than those obtained by lead-alpha studies.

It is

concluded that lead-alpha dates in Lost Horse Canyon are inaccurate,
because they represent an age of intrusion older than that interpreted
from field evidence and the potassium-argon age of

metamorphism.

By combining field evidence and the absolute age determinations,
a hypothesis can be made concerning the relative age of structural de
formations.

No distinct age is indicated for the first phase of meta-

morphism which produced the quartzitic gneiss, although it may
correspond to early batholithic intrusion in late Cretaceous time.
The second phase of metamorphism, producing the fabric of frontal zone
gneiss and feldspar - quartz - biotite gneiss, is separated from the
first by a distinct time interval.

This phase was closely followed by

granodiorite intrusion and doming, which produced the structural ad
justments reflected by jointing and normal faulting along the mountain
front.

These last three phases, folding about a northeast-southwest

trending ajcls, intrusion, and normal faulting, were related to the same
orogenic cycle, which is synchronous with a late Laramide period of
mountain building which took place during late Eocene time.

CONCLUSIONS
There is little doubt that quartzitic gneiss and frontal zone
gneiss are reconstituted Belt sediments*

However, feldspar - quartz -

biotite gneiss presents a distinct genetic problem, because the compo
sition of this unit approximates that of granodiorite*

Local variations

in mineral composition, a gradational contact with known metasediments,
and sharp, discordant contact with igneous intrusion indicate a sedi
mentary origin of the unit also*
Each metamorphic unit illustrates a distinct process of forma
tion*

These ares

(1) quartzitic gneiss formed by extreme cataclasis,

recrystallization, and retrograde metamorphism,

(2) frontal zone gneiss

formed by shearing, cataclasis and some recrystallization, and (3) feld
spar - quartz - biotite gneiss formed by moderate shearing, recrystal
lization and plastic deformation*

A study of metamorphism indicates

formation under moderate temperature conditions*

A maximum temperature

of U00°to 600® C* was attained, as reflected by the stability range of
iron-rich biotite and absence of a limiting isograd*

Extreme cata

clasis which gradually merges into a combination of cataclasis, plastic
deformation and recrystallization represents a progressive sequence of
depth conditions*

Deformation definitely took place in shallow parts

of the crust*
Granodiorite, probably a unit of the Idaho batholith, intrudes
the metasediments*

The upper contact is sharpi sericitization, saus-

eritization, pegmatitic injection, and partial assimilation of feldspar
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quartz - biotite gneiss xenoliths are effects of this intrusion.
A study of feldspar types within the map-area reveals several
complex suites.

The suites were formed by either normal metamorphic

reconstitution under extremely variable physio-chemical conditions, or
large scale metasomatic replacement.

The sodic solutions could origi

nate from either an anorthosite body exposed northwest of the map-area
or some similar unknown source other than the Idaho batholith.

A

metasomatic origin is favored.
Four phases of

structural evolution are recognized. These are:

(1) folding which produced northwest-southeast trending structures,
possibly occurring during early late Cretaceous batholithic develop
ment,

(2) folding which produced northeast-southwest trending

structures, followed in rapid order by,

(3) late batholith intrusion

and doming, and (U) jointing and normal faulting along the mountain
front.

These last three phases probably belong to the same orogenic

cycle which took place during early Tertiary time.
The above conclusions are
small part of a large

based on evidence obtained

structural province. Wider regionalstudy

froma
is

needed to test these hypotheses and to complete the picture of Bitter
root Mountain geology.

A detailed petrofabric analysis of the rocks

of the Bitterroot Range would be particularly informative.
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